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emancipate tragedy from the domination of
by divesting it of'that pity, that positive o^lftfok
humanity, which exalts andj^ifiesj^	fear ^e
^ise-onrae^	j^0 be so easily put
out   of^ ^^ur^-^^'inauerg^   enfranchisement   of
tragedy d^ not succeed, has not yet succeeded—any
more t^j^ later when, abandoning his free conception
pf fr^igedy, he went to the opposite extreme, and
justified the tragic sufferings of his hero as a punish-
™se&k-for misdeeds committed in a previous existence.
The whole modern theatre from Strindberg to Mr
Eugene O'Neill has been trying ineffectually to depose
Aristotle.   I fear it cannot be done.    But we must
not make too light of these efforts of Strindberg to
win new land for the drama;  in the history of the
theatre the failures are often of more significance than
the successes.
The early nineties were very dark years in
Strindberg's life—years in which he passed through a
veritable Valley of the Shadow: misery, poverty,
despair, atheism. He plunged into alchemistic
studies, laboured to prove that sulphur was no element,
that iodine could be obtained by synthesis; finally to
seek the philosopher's stone that would produce gold.
His scientific experiments left their precipitate in a
withering contempt for modern science ; but—let us
do him justice in his madness—behind it all is a
grandiose conception of the oneness of the universe,
which one likes to think the future may strengthen
rather than refute. Surely no man of letters went
through more terrible experiences—they are described
for us in Inferno and Legends—than poor Strindberg in
the solitary misery of Paris; it was the grand climacteric
of a mind always morbidly unbalanced, and now
hovering on the brink of irresponsible insanity* It
seems to me sometimes as if in the fate of this one man,
the whole bankruptcy of the later nineteenth century,
tktfitt-de-siiele-ism of Europe, were concentrated. But
gradually calm returned, and in the superb allegorical

